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Abstract
Background: Mixed Order Hyper Networks (MOHNs) are a type of neural network in
which the interactions between inputs are modelled explicitly by weights that can
connect any number of neurons. Such networks have a human readability that
networks with hidden units lack. They can be used for regression, classification or as
content addressable memories and have been shown to be useful as fitness function
models in constraint satisfaction tasks. They are fast to train and, when their structure is
fixed, do not suffer from local minima in the cost function during training. However,
their main drawback is that the correct structure (which neurons to connect with
weights) must be discovered from data and an exhaustive search is not possible for
networks of over around 30 inputs.
Results: This paper presents an algorithm designed to discover a set of weights that
satisfy the joint constraints of low training error and a parsimonious model. The
combined structure discovery and weight learning process was found to be faster,
more accurate and have less variance than training an MLP.
Conclusions: There are a number of advantages to using higher order weights rather
than hidden units in a neural network but discovering the correct structure for those
weights can be challenging. With the method proposed in this paper, the use of high
order networks becomes tractable.
Keywords: High order neural networks, Structure discovery, Linkage learning
Background
Mixed order hyper-networks (MOHNs) [1] are neural networks in which weights can
connect any number of neurons, rather than the usual two. They can be used as regression
models or classifiers like MLPs, as content addressable memories like Hopfield networks
[2], and as probability density estimators and fitness function models for use in optimi-
sation [3]. MOHNs can form a basis for functions in f : {−1, 1}n → R, making them
universal function models in that space. They contain no hidden units, using higher order
weights instead, which has advantages including improved human readability, faster and
more stable weight learning, the ability to compare multiple networks like for like, and
finer control over the complexity of the function (and so improved regularisation).
Higher order weights also have a disadvantage: the correct weights to include in a net-
work must be identified. A network of n inputs can contain up to 2n different weights,
so small networks may be fully connected and then pruned by removing insignificant
weights. In larger networks, many of the possible weights cannot even be considered as
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the computational time required to do is prohibitive. In these cases, weights must be
chosen using heuristics that improve the chance of a weight contributing to the function
being selected.
This paper addresses the question of how to choose which weights to include in
a MOHN when it is impossible to test more than a small fraction of the possible
weights. The inclusion or exclusion of different weights has an effect on the vari-
ance/bias trade-off of a model. Adding weights improves the training error but can,
after a point, increase the test error. Adding weights will also increase the com-
plexity of calculations made by the network, slowing both the learning process and
inference.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. This section concludes with a
short look at existing approaches to discovering structure in graphical models and is fol-
lowed by a summary of mixed order hyper networks. “Statement of the problem” section
describes the problem addressed by this paper and is followed by “Methods” section,
which describes the proposed algorithm in detail. The “Results and discussion” section
describes some experimental results and is followed by conclusions and suggestions for
some future directions for this work.
Existing work
Inspiration for a method of discovering the structure of a MOHN can be sought from
other fields where computational networks are built from data. This section considers
methods for learning the structure of multi layer perceptrons (MLPs), Bayesian belief
networks (BNNs) and Markov random fields (MRFs) and considers methods of feature
selection.
Multi layer perceptrons
The standard structure of an MLP contains an input layer, one or more hidden layers
and an output layer. Each layer is fully connected to the neurons in the layer above. This
structure can be changed dynamically during learning by adding or removing weights
or neurons. Approaches to dynamically changing the structure of an MLP during train-
ing involve adding or removing weights or neurons and their associated set of weights.
Bartlett [4], for example proposed an algorithm that added hidden units each time the
training error flattened, and removed units based on an information theoretic measure.
He also pointed out that the network weights were often optimised to the structure, and
adding new ones didn’t allow the network to escape the local optimum it was in. LeCun
et al. [5] proposed the Optimal Brain Damage algorithm, which removes weights with
low saliency, which is defined based on the second derivative of the cost function. Some
algorithms continue to train all of the weights after each iteration of adding or removing
weights. Others, such as DMP3 [6] freeze existing weights and only train the newly added
ones. Some algorithms add neurons in a restricted structure, for example in the Upstart
algorithm [7], the network becomes a tree structure as new neurons are added below
existing parent neurons. Although not strictly a structure discovery approach, dropout
[8] is a method that drops random neurons during training and then approximates the
average output of all the resulting smaller networks at test time. There have also been
evolutionary approaches to MLP structure discovery, for example [9] introduces a new
crossover operator to allow a GA to discover MLP structure, solving the permutation
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problem (being that network structure tells you little about network function). See [10]
for a review of evolutionary approaches to neural network learning.
There is some meaning attached to each weight in a MOHN in a way that is not present
in anMLP. Adding an additional fully connected hidden unit to a single hidden layer MLP
(or removing one) involves all of the input units in a way that is not defined until the
weight values are learned, and even then the unit’s contribution is unclear. In a MOHN, a
weight connects a subset of the inputs and its contribution to the output value is clearly
defined.
Bayesian belief networks
ABBN is a directed graph of conditional probability functions in which child nodes repre-
sent the distribution across a variable conditional on the values of its immediate parents.
Structure discovery in a BNN involves finding a pattern of connectivity that accurately
represents the joint distribution across the variables while keeping the complexity of the
model low. Complexity can be controlled by limiting the number of parents a node can
take (as used in the original K2 algorithm [11]) or by minimum description length (e.g.
[12]). Genetic algorithms [13] and evolutionary programming [14, 15] have both been
used to discover BNN structure, as have other methods such as branch and bound [16]. In
all of these cases, the goal is to reduce the number of possible connections the algorithm
has to choose from when adding more.
Markov random fields
AMRF is an alternative representation for joint probability functions using an undirected
graph. MRF structure is very similar to that of a MOHN, with connections possible at
any order. Structure discovery in MRFs has received less attention than that in MLPs and
BNNs. Ravikumar et al. [17] and Lee et al. [18] have both used LASSO in the discovery of
structure in MRFs, but address graphs with only pairwise connections.
McCall et al. [19] use statistical tests of independence to discover second order con-
nections between pairs of variables subject to a limit on the number of connections
a node can have and follow this with a clique finding algorithm to infer higher order
connections [20].
Feature selection
Observing that each possible subset of k variables chosen from all n has an associated
candidate weight, the problem of structure discovery may be thought of as a feature
selection task where each subset represents a single feature. In data mining, feature
selection is generally applied to choosing a subset of variables, and can be split into
two main approaches. Wrapper methods [21] combine feature selection with a chosen
modelling method, and filter methods work independently of a modelling method as a
pre-learning step. Many methods, such as stepwise regression [22] use a greedy approach
that involves growing a feature set incrementally. Other methods employ an evolutionary
approach [23, 24].
Mixed order hyper networks
A Mixed Order Hyper Network is a neural network in which weights can connect any
number of neurons. A MOHN has a fixed number of n neurons and ≤ 2n weights, which
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may be added or removed dynamically during learning. The state of the MOHN is deter-
mined by the vector of neuron outputs, u = u0 . . .un−1. This paper discusses binary
MOHNs, where ui ∈ {−1, 1}. The structure of a MOHN is defined by a set, W of real
valued weights, each connecting 0 ≤ k ≤ n neurons. Each weight Wj ∈ W is defined
by a tuple, Wj = (wj,Qj) where wj is its value and Qj is the set of neurons it connects.
The weights define a hyper graph connecting the elements of u. Figure 1 shows an exam-
ple network. The main difference between a MOHN and a normal neural network is that
the weights can connect any number of neurons. For example, in Fig. 1 the weight w7
connects the three neurons, u0,u1, and u2.
When used as a regression model, a MOHN defines a function f : {−1, 1}n → R, where
the output of the function is calculated by
yˆ =
∑
wj∈W
wj
∏
u∈Qj
u (1)
When used as a content addressable memory, neurons are updated by calculating an
activation value and then applying a threshold as follows:
ai =
∑
j:ui∈Qj
⎛
⎝wj
∏
k∈Qj\i
uk
⎞
⎠ (2)
where j : ui ∈ Qj makes j enumerate the index of each weight that connects to ui and
k ∈ Qj \ i indicates the index of every member of Qj, except neuron i itself. A neuron’s
output is then calculated using the threshold function in Eq. 3.
ui =
{
1, if ai > 0
−1, otherwise (3)
Fig. 1 A four neuron MOHN with some of the weights shown. w7 is the triangle and w15 is the square
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Weight values may be learned online using the delta rule in the form:
wj = wj + α(f (x) − fˆ (x))
∏
u∈Qj
u (4)
where α < 1 is the learning rate. Each weight should be initially set to the difference
between the mean function output when the input to the weight has odd parity and even
parity, as below.
wj = 12 〈f (x|Q
+
j )〉 − 〈f (x|Q−j )〉 (5)
where 〈f (x|Q+j )〉 is the expected value of f (x) when the parity of the values in Qj is
positive, and 〈f (x|Q−j )〉 is the expectation when the parity across Qj is negative.
The LASSO algorithm [25] may also be used to estimate the weight values in a MOHN.
LASSO performs regression with an additional constraint on the L1 norm of the weight
vector. The learning algorithm minimises the sum:
∑
x∈D
(f (x) − fˆ (x)) + λ
∑
w∈W
|w| (6)
where λ controls the degree of regularisation. When λ = 0, the LASSO solution becomes
the ordinary least squares solution. With λ > 0 the regularisation causes the sum of the
absolute weight values to shrink such that weight values can be forced to zero. This not
only allows LASSO to reject input variables that contribute little, but also to reject higher
order weights that are not needed. When training a MOHN, the input to the LASSO
regression algorithm is a vector containing a variable for each weight in the model. The
value associated with each weight on which the regression is performed is the product of
the input values connected to that weight. For a comparison of theMOHN learning rules,
see [26].
Swingler [1] showed how a fully connected MOHN, trained on an exhaustive sample of
input, output pairs from any function is able to represent that function perfectly. Such a
MOHN forms a basis for such functions that is equivalent to the Walsh basis [27]. Any
weight that is not required to model the function will go to zero, and may be removed,
leaving a sparse structure that still fully represents the function. Normally, an exhaustive
sample of data is not available and the network cannot be fully connected due to the num-
ber of connections required. In these circumstances, weights must be added and removed
in an iterative process designed to discover the non-zero weights. No weight value will
go completely to zero based on only a sample of data, so a significance test is required
when considering whether to keep or remove a weight. The goal of structure discovery in
a MOHN is to add and learn coefficients for those weights that would not go to zero in
the full model and to exclude those that would. In principle, if the right weights can be
found, any function may be represented to arbitrary accuracy.
Statement of the problem
By including the right weights with the right values, a MOHN can represent any function
in f : {−1, 1}n → R. The set of weights present in a given MOHN define its struc-
ture, while the values on those weights further define the function’s shape. Each subset of
weights (i.e structure) is capable of representing a subset of the possible function shapes
(i.e. input → output mappings). For example, the subset containing all of the first order
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weights and no others is capable of representing any linear function of the inputs. There
are 22n possible structures.
Functions may be designed by hand by specifying the structure and values of the
weights. This has been done with Hopfield networks to use them as optimisation fitness
functions tomodel the travelling salesman problem [28, 29] and graph colouring problems
[30]. More often, however, the structure and shape of the function must be discovered
from data.
Consider two types of scenario in which it is useful to build a model of a function. In
the first, data representing observations or measurements have been collected and the
requirement is to model the underlying structure of the relationship between inputs and
output in the data. This is the traditional approach in machine learning, data mining or
statistical learning. Often the data is fixed (cannot be sampled at random) and noisy.
In the second scenario, a function that produces the output resulting from a given input
already exists and can be sampled randomly. Reasons for sampling this function to gener-
ate data to train an alternative model (in this case a MOHN) are most often found when
the output of the function needs to be optimised and evaluating the existing function is
costly. A MOHN can be used as a fitness function model as part of an optimisation task
as local optima can be quickly identified and even removed [31]. In such cases, it is usu-
ally assumed that there is no noise in the output (the fitness score) and that the function
can be sampled at random.
In regression models such as these, the weight values may be calculated independently
(for example, in single linear regressions) and joined if the variables are uncorrelated
(orthogonal). However, if pairs of variables are correlated, then the weights must be cal-
culated by considering all of the variables together. The correlation between variables
depends to some extent on whether the training data is a fixed sample (as is usual in
machine learning) or random samples from a function (as is usual in optimisation), the
latter case allowing correlations to be reduced by the sampling regime. With a uniformly
random sampling regime, correlations between inputs diminish as the sample size grows.
A consequence of this is that the value taken by any single weight will depend in part on
the presence of other weights in the network, so a weight that appears insignificant on its
own may gain significance as the network grows.
The problem of MOHN structure discovery involves discovering a sufficient number of
the non-zero weights to achieve an acceptably low error without the need to test every
possible weight. The difference betweenMOHN structure discovery and feature selection
lies in the fact thatmany candidate weights will never be tested. The choice of newweights
must be guided by the existing network structure.
To discover the correct structure in a MOHN requires a sample of training data, which
may be a fixed set of samples or arbitrary samples from the function to be learned. A
method for learning the value to assign to a weight is also needed along with a method for
testing the statistical significance of that value. Of course, a method for choosing which
weights to consider (and so expend the computational effort of calculating a weight) is
also required.
It is also important to impose some form of regularisation on the structure being built
to avoid over fitting. Generally, regularisation is done by limiting the size of the weights,
choosing a subset of variables to include in amodel (feature selection) or controlling some
aspect of a statistical model’s complexity (the number of hidden units in an MLP, for
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example). With a MOHN, one can (indeed, must) be more explicit about complexity by
choosing the correct order for the weights.
Inspiration from existing work
We have already discussed various existing methods for discovering structure in
different graphical function models. A common approach to MLP structure learning,
Bayesian network learning and feature selection is to use evolutionary computation. An
evolutionary approach has been discounted for this work for a number of reasons. Firstly,
a population of networks with different structures would share parameters, leading to
duplicated weight estimation calculations. This could be solved by maintaining a super
set of weights so that each was only estimated once, but that super set would consti-
tute one large MOHN in its own right, which would allow a better estimation of weight
importance than that taken from a population of smaller networks.
Approaches to growing and pruning MLPs are hindered by the fact that there is no
accessible meaning attached to hidden units. A MOHN, on the other hand, is transpar-
ent in the sense that the role of a weight is clearly defined in terms of a combination of
input variables. The concept of training a small network until the error flattens and then
adding more weights may be used, but the weights that are added may be chosen with
some knowledge of their role, unlike the approach for an MLP. Much of the difficulty in
estimating a MRF is due to the problem of evaluating the partition function, but the use
of LASSO to regularise a network has been demonstrated, and will be considered in this
work too.
Greedy approaches to feature selection often require the entire set of individual features
to be evaluated at the first step. In subsequent steps, new combinations that are limited to
those containing the best feature from the first step are explored. A MOHN is an unsuit-
able subject for this approach as there are 2n possible features—toomany to consider even
once. When building a large MOHN, there will be a great many weights that can never be
evaluated. New candidate weights must be picked without knowing the estimate of their
value, but based on the two things that can be known about them: the number of neurons
they connect (their order) and the role of those neurons in the current network.
Many methods limit the degree of connectivity allowed in a graphical structure and
these are often applied on at the level of single nodes (for example, no node may have
more than x links). This idea is extended in this work, firstly by controlling the order of
connections (the number of nodes each weight is connected to) and secondly by allowing
both an exploratory phase, where nodes that have not yet found a use are preferred over
those with several connections already, and an exploitative phase where neurons that have
proved useful already are more likely to be considered as part of higher order connec-
tions. Exploration has the effect of restricting the number of connections on nodes and
exploitation is more akin to the results of greedy feature selection or clique based MRF
structure discovery.
Methods
The structure discovery algorithm proposed here takes an on-line, stepwise approach.
Weights are added and removed as the algorithm progresses. Regularisation is applied by
the choice of weights to add or remove, but can also be introduced into the regression
algorithm used to learn the weight values.
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For networks of even moderate size, it is impossible to test every possible weight, even
in isolation, so a method for choosing which weights to consider is needed. A probability
distribution is maintained, from which candidate weights are sampled and added to the
model. The model then undergoes a training phase after which all the weights are tested
for significance. Insignificant weights are removed and as the model grows, the weight
picking distribution is altered to reflect its emerging structure.
At its most abstracted level, the algorithm proceeds as follows:
Algorithm 1 Probability distribution based structure discovery algorithm.
Start with an empty network,W = ∅
Initialise a distribution over possible weights, P(w)
repeat
Sample some weights from the distribution P(w)
Calculate the weight values for the resulting network
Regularise by removing some weights
Update the weights distribution, P(w)
Calculate the test error
until The test error is sufficiently low
A number of decisions are required when implementing Algorithm 1 in detail. They are:
• A representation of the probability distribution over unpicked weights
• A method for updating the weight picking distribution
• A choice of learning rule for calculating the new weight values
• A choice of regularisation method for removing weights
The following sections consider these points in more detail. These sections compare a
number of choices for each step and are followed by an example algorithm based on one
choice from each.
Representing the probability distribution across weights
The structure discover algorithm is based on the premise that as not all possible weights
can even be considered, heuristics for picking weights that have a higher chance of prov-
ing useful must be used. The solution is to maintain a probability distribution over the
possible weights where the probability of a weight being selected is proportional to its
chance of being useful. This requires a representation of the space of possible weights and
a method for shaping a function to reflect a weight’s potential usefulness.
Rather than use a single distribution that spans every possible weight, in this work two
distributions are used. One covers the order of the weight and the other covers the prob-
ability of each neuron in the network being connected to that weight. Let the probability
distribution over the weight orders of an n neuron MOHN be
Po(o) : o ∈ {1 . . . n} (7)
and the probability of picking a neuron to be connected by the current choice of order,
o be
Pn(i) : i ∈ {0 . . . n − 1} (8)
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The order, o is sampled first, and then a subset, Q of o neurons are sampled with-
out replacement from Pn(i). Both distributions are discrete—there are n possible orders
and n possible neurons to choose from—so their representation need not be from any
parametrised class. The probabilities can be represented as a vector of size n with the
usual constraint that each must be between 0 and 1 and they must sum to 1. How Po(o)
and Pn(i) evolve as the algorithm progresses is addressed next.
Updating the weight picking distributions
At the first iteration of the algorithm, the distributions Po(o) and Pn(i) must be set up
manually. This presents an opportunity to include any prior knowledge that exists about
the function to bemodelled and also allows some control over the complexity of themodel
to be imposed.
Distribution over weight orders
The choice made for the algorithm described here is to initialise Po(o) with a discrete
Laplace centred at order c where initially c = 1 and c is incremented as lower order
weights are either used or discarded.
Po(o) = 12be
− |c−o|b (9)
where b controls the width of the distribution. As the distribution is only sampled at
integer points in a limited range, it must be normalised so that the probabilities sum to 1.
This is done by summing Eq. 9 over the range of possible orders (1 . . . n) to give a constant,
Z and then calculating the probability of picking a weight from each order as po(o)Z .
In the early iterations of the algorithm where c = 1, there is a high probability of pick-
ing first order weights and an exponentially decreasing probability of picking weights of
higher order. In subsequent iterations, Po(o) is updated in two ways. Firstly, c is increased
to allow the algorithm to pick weights with higher orders and secondly the values of exist-
ing weights are used to shape the distribution to guide the algorithm towards orders that
have yielded high value weights already.
The weight order probability distribution, Po(o) is updated by counting the proportion
of weights in the current network that are of each order. Let this vector of proportions be
p = p1 . . . pn where pi is the number of weights at order i divided by the total number
of weights in the network. These proportions are then used to update Po() along with an
updated version of the discrete Laplace distribution as follows:
Po(i) ← (1 − (α + β))Po(i) + αpi + β 12be
− |c−o|b (10)
where α is the proportion of the weight order counts, p to include in the update and β
is the proportion of the current order mode, c that is included such that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
0 ≤ β ≤ 1 and 0 < α + β ≤ 1.
If α+β = 1 the new distribution is amixture of the current distribution of weight orders
in the MOHN and the discrete Laplace distribution with a mode of c. If α + β < 1 the
distribution retains some memory of its previous shape, weighted by 1 − (α + β). In the
experiments reported in this paper, the values α = 0.6, β = 0.2 were used and found to
work well.
The weight order mode, c needs to be manipulated as learning progresses. In the work
reported here, c was set to equal the lowest order with remaining unsampled weights. As
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lower weight orders are exhausted, the mode naturally moves up. Of course, this does not
rule out higher rates being sampled - the α component will bias the sampling towards
higher orders if they prove useful. The smaller the value of b, the faster the weight order
distribution drops towards zero as it moves away from c.
Distribution over neurons
Once the order, o of a new candidate weight has been sampled, the o neurons that it
connects must be picked. These neurons are picked from a distribution, Pn() that evolves
as each neuron is picked. The shape of Pn() is determined by a number of factors. Prior
knowledge can be included by increasing the probability of variables that are known to be
useful. If no prior knowledge is available, then Pn() starts off as a uniform distribution.
Once there are some weights in the network, Pn() is determined by a mixture of the prior
knowledge and the role played by each neuron in the existing network. To connect a
weight of order o, there are two phases to the neuron picking procedure. The distribution
from which the first neuron is picked is shaped by the contribution each neuron is already
making. In exploratory mode, neurons that have not yet played a role are favoured and in
exploitative mode, neurons that are already well connected are more likely to be picked.
Subsequent neurons, up to o, are picked from a distribution that is reshaped by the set of
neurons that are already connected to the existing set under construction at orders other
than o.
The trade-off between exploration and exploitation can be managed. Exploration in
this case means favouring neurons that have few or weak connections on the assumption
that they do have a role to play, but it has yet to be found. Exploitation refers to picking
neurons that already have connections on the assumption that those which have proved
useful at some orders will also be useful at others.
The first step in picking the o neurons is to pick the first with a probability proportional
to the contribution it makes to the model. Define the contribution made by neuron i as
being the sum of the absolute values of the weights connected to neuron i.
C(i) =
∑
wj :xi∈Qj
|wj| (11)
where w : xi ∈ Qj iterates over the weights connected to xi. The proportion of the total
contribution of all neurons made by neuron i is
Cp(i) = C(i)∑n−1
j=0 C(j)
(12)
Now let ρ control the level of exploration, such that ρ = −1 means full exploration
(bias the search towards unused neurons), ρ = 1 means full exploitation (bias the search
towards well used neurons) and ρ = 0 leads to a uniformly random choice among the
neurons. Any other value of −1 < ρ < 1 balances the degree to which exploration or
exploitation is made. The probability of picking neuron i is
Pn(i) =
⎧
⎨
⎩
(1 − ρ) 1n + ρCp(i), ifρ > 0
(1 + ρ) 1n − ρ(1 − Cp(i)), otherwise
(13)
Equation 13 causes the degree of exploration to vary when ρ < 0 and causes the degree
of exploitation to vary when ρ > 0. The closer to zero the value of ρ gets, the more
uniformly random the neuron selection becomes.
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The first neuron connected by the weight being built is selected by sampling the density
defined in Eq. 13. Once the first neuron, xi is picked, Pn(i) is updated in two ways. Firstly,
the chosen neuron has its probability set to zero, so Pn(i) = 0, to prevent it being picked
again. Then, Pn() is updated so that other neurons that are already connected to xi at
other orders have their probability of being chosen increased as follows
Pn(i) ← (1 − (δ))Pn(i) + δ
∑
w:w∈V ,xi∈w
|w| (14)
where V is the set of weights that are connected to any of the neurons that have been
picked for the weight currently under construction. The sum is over all weights that are
connected to both xi and any of the other neurons already chosen for the new weight. The
parameter δ ∈ {0 . . . 1} controls the mix of the previous shape of Pn() and the update.
High values of δ cause the algorithm to favour neurons that are connected to those already
in the set being built, and low values cause it to favour the contribution of each neuron
in isolation. In this way sets of neurons that form cliques due to low order connections
have a higher probability of being connected at higher orders. Finally, when the number of
neurons picked equals o−1, the probability associated with all neurons already connected
to those neurons at order o is set to zero to ensure an existing weight is not picked.
Weights are not added and learned one at a time, they are added in batches. In the exper-
iments reported here, the number of weights added at each iteration of the algorithm was
set to equal the number of input neurons.
Efficient weight picking
Once a weight is already in the model or has been tested and discarded, it is considered
used. Only unused weights should be considered for addition to the model. When the
ratio of available weights to used weights is high, it is efficient to simply pick a random
weight using the procedure above and check that it is not already in the network or in a list
of weights that have been considered but removed from the network. To avoid unuseful
weights being repeatedly added and removed, a list of discarded weights is maintained.
Newly sampled prospective weights are first compared to the members of this list and not
added if they have been recently tried. As weights may appear unuseful as part of a poorly
structured network, but later prove to be of use when the rest of the structure is in place,
the discard list is periodically emptied to allow weights a second chance of inclusion.
This approach becomes inefficient when there are very few (or no) weights available at
the chosen order, meaning very many choices are required before an available weight is
found. To ensure that there are available weights at the chosen order, the algorithm keeps
count of how many weights of each order have been used. There are
(n
o
)
possible weights
at each order, o, so when the order o count reaches this figure, the probability of picking a
weight at that order is forced to zero.
Another efficiency enhancement to the algorithm is the inclusion of a ‘mopping up’
procedure that is activated when the number of used weights at order o reaches a certain
percentage of the total (a threshold of 90 % is used in this paper). When the order o count
reaches the threshold, the few remaining weights at order o are automatically added to the
model and assessed. This allows the probability of picking from order o to then be forced
to zero, thus avoiding many fruitless picks from that order.
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Learning rules for the weights
We have described two learning rules for a fixed structured MOHN: the online delta
method and the offline LASSO. Each method has different attractive properties for
estimating weight values during structure discovery. At each iteration of the structure
discovery algorithm, a small proportion of new weights are added to a network whose
existing weight values are likely to already be close to the correct value. As the delta rule is
incremental, it can take advantage of this fact rather than starting a new, empty network.
New candidate weights can be initially set using Eq. 5, after which the entire new network
is improved using Eq. 4. Algorithm 3 describes this process.
The nature of the regularisation in LASSO means that weights that are not needed
have values forced to zero, removing the need for an additional weight removal decision,
but at the cost of estimating the entire network structure from scratch at each iteration.
Algorithm 4 describes the LASSO network update method. A single value for λ may be
chosen or, as is usual in the application of LASSO, a number of different settings for λ
may be tried.
Regularisation and weight removal
Regularisation refers to the process of introducing additional constraints to a machine
learning process to prevent over fitting. This often takes the form of a penalty on com-
plexity or a bound on the norm of the learned parameters. Regularisation can also involve
the use of an out of sample test set. All of these methods may be applied to a MOHN but
Algorithm 2 Algorithm for picking a new set of weights to add to an existing MOHN
Let U be the set of discarded weights
LetW be the current network weights
Let V = ∅ be a new weight set
Let n be the number of weights required
Let Po() be the probability distribution over the possible weight orders
Let Pn() be the probability distribution over the possible neurons
repeat
Pick an order, o from Po()
if U ∪ W ∪ V is more than 90 % full at order o then
Add the rest of the unused order o weights to V
else
repeat
Set an initial distribution across the neurons, Pn()
Update Pn() according to current network structure
Choose a new neuron ui from Pn()
Add ui to the neuron set connected by the new weight
Update Pn() based on the connectivity of ui
until o neurons have been selected
Ensure ui /∈ U ∪ W ∪ V
Add ui to V
end if
until |V | >= n
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Algorithm 3Weight update algorithm for delta rule learning
LetW be the current network weights
Let V be a set of new weights, chosen using algorithm 2
Initialise the weights in V using parity learning, Eq. 5
Add the weights in V toW soW = W ∪ V
Run delta rule learning, Eq. 4 onW until the training error flattens
Algorithm 4Weight Update Algorithm for LASSO learning
LetW be the current network weights
Let V be a set of new weights, chosen with algorithm 2
Add the weights in V toW soW = W ∪ V
Estimate the weight values using LASSO based on Eq. 6
the main means of regularising a MOHN is the removal of insignificant weights. In this
section, two options for weight removal are considered. It is important to remove weights
because the rules for updating the probability distributions from which new weights are
chosen depend on the presence or absence of weights in the model. It is also desirable
to keep the model small for reasons of parsimony, to avoid over fitting and to reduce the
time required during learning and inference.
Equation 5 shows a first approximation to the correct value of a weight based on the
difference between themean function output for even and odd parity inputs to the weight.
In cases where the difference between the distributions of the function output under each
of the two parity conditions is not statistically significant, the weight may be excluded.
A t-test is used to compare the mean function output between the odd and even parity
input sets, allowing weights with a p-value above a chosen threshold to be removed. Some
fine tuning of the critical p-value (pcrit) is required to ensure that the algorithm does
not discard too many or too few weights. In this work, the critical p-value starts high
(pcrit = 0.3) and diminishes towards a lower limit (pcrit = 0.001) as the network grows.
The t-value is calculated as follows
t = w√
σw|D|
(15)
where w is the weight value, σw is the variance of f (x) and |D| is the number of training
data points.
Learning the weight values using LASSO forces someweights to zero, making the choice
of which weights to remove from the network almost trivial. Removing all the weights
with zero value is the simple part, but it is still necessary to choose the value of the regular-
isation parameter, λ. One approach is to calculate the coefficients at a number of different
settings of λ and choose which weights to remove from that set.
The full algorithm
The full structure discovery algorithm is presented below, with reference to partial
algorithms already described above.
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Algorithm 5 Probability distribution based structure discovery algorithm.
Start with an empty network,W = ∅
Initialise an empty used weight set, U = ∅
Initialise the probability distribution Po() over the possible network ordersm = 1 . . . n
repeat
Use algorithm 2 to select a new set of candidate weights, V
Train and merge V andW using either algorithm 3 or 4
Remove insignificant weights based on either a t-test or the zero valued weights
after LASSO
Add the removed weights to U
Recalculate Po() using Eq. 10
Calculate the test error
Update the parameters c and pcrit
until The test error is sufficiently low or no longer improves
One advantage of this approach to regression is that a lot of information is available
during network learning. Firstly, the maximum number of possible weights at each order
is calculated as
(n
o
)
where o is the order and n is the total number of inputs. As the algo-
rithm progresses, the number of weights of each order in the network may be reported
and compared to the possible total. This gives a measure of the complexity of the network
compared to possible complexity. By reporting the list of tried and discarded weights, it
is also possible to monitor how much of the weight space the algorithm has sampled.
The user might choose to set an upper limit on the order of weights added to the
network according to the size of the training sample.
Setting the control parameters
The discussion so far has introduced a number of control parameters for controlling the
speed at which probability distributions evolve, the trade-off between exploration and
exploitation, and the sensitivity of the weight removal process. It may appear that there
are a lot of parameters to balance, but in reality, most of them can be fixed at default
values and never changed. For example, α,β and δ all control the rate at which the weight
probability distributions forget their previous shape. In the work reported here they were
set at α = 0.6,β = 0.2 and δ = 0.8. The critical value for p in the t-test, pcrit starts at 0.3
and reduces to 0.001, reducing by a factor of 0.7 on each iteration of the algorithm. The
parameter b, which controls the rate at which the discrete Laplace distribution over the
weight orders drops to zero was fixed at 1, which concentrates the sample on the mode
and 1 step either side of it.
Results and discussion
Many neural network training algorithms are tested on data sets that are either from a
public source, such as the UCI database or are of specific interest to the authors of the
paper. This paper takes a different approach and uses a set of known test functions that
generate training data. Functions with a known structure are chosen so that the results of
the algorithmmay be evaluated on how well a model structure matches the desired struc-
ture as well as by training error. One of themotivations behind the design of theMOHN is
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that it may be used as a fitness function model for heuristic optimisation tasks [3]. Taking
inspiration from this fact, the functions to be learned in this paper are fitness functions to
optimisation problems. In such problems, theMOHN acts as a meta-heuristic as it knows
nothing about the nature of the problem. It simply has a fitness function that it must learn
to replicate. Having learned the function, the solutions will be attractors in the energy
function of the network.
Graph colouring function
The first test is on the graph colouring problem, which involves searching for a way to
colour the nodes of a graph so that no two connected nodes share a colour, using a limited
palette of colours. The input is encoded in d groups of k bits where k is the number of
colours available on the palette and d is the number of nodes in the graph. The colour is
encoded by allocating each of the k bits in each block a colour and using patterns where
only one bit (that corresponding to the chosen colour) is set to one. The fitness function
has two components. One ensures that only one colour is chosen in each group of k and
the other counts the number of edges that join same coloured nodes. The function is
implemented as follows:
f (x) = |ed||et|
∑d
i=1
k−|i1|
k−1
d (16)
where |ed| is the number of edges with a different colour at each end, |et| is the number
of edges in the graph and |i1| is the number of inputs in block i with a value 1. The output
of the function is 1 when a correct colouring for the graph is present and each block has
only one bit set to one. The function has interactions within each block at orders up to k,
which control the only-one-colour constraint and additional high order weights between
blocks that are connected in the graph.
Figure 2 shows the error profile from 100 trials of learning the graph colouring func-
tion, comparingMLPs toMOHNs. Each trial involved a network of ten nodes with twelve
edges added at random, but in such a way that would permit a four colouring. The net-
work input consisted of 40 neurons (ten groups of four) and the target output was the
fitness value of the given input pattern when evaluated using Eq. 16. Each resulting func-
tion was sampled repeatedly to produce on-line training data. The MLPs had 80 hidden
units in a single hidden layer and were trained with the standard back propagation of error
algorithm. The MOHN was trained using the delta learning rule. The training error at
each epoch was recorded for each network and then averaged over the 100 trials. Figure 2
shows the mean and two standard deviation range of the training error for the MLP and
the MOHN as training progressed. The MOHN is consistently faster to learn and more
accurate than the MLP.
Comparing LASSO and delta learning
This paper has presented two possible learning rules for estimating the weight values on
the network structure as it evolves: Delta learning and LASSO. The design justification
for using the delta rule after the addition of newweights is that the existing weights should
already be close to their desired values so intuition suggests that this will be faster than
using LASSO across the whole network. This section presents some experimental results
comparing the two using another well known fitness function, known as the k-bit trap.
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Fig. 2 Mean training error descent during learning of a graph colouring fitness function for an MLP (top) and
a MOHN performing structure discovery (bottom). Dashed lines are at two standard deviations from the mean
K-bit trap functions are defined by the number of inputs with a value of zero. The output
is highest when all the inputs are set to one, but when at least one input has a value of
zero, the output is equal to one less than the number of inputs with a value of 0. A k-bit
trap function over n inputs, where k is a factor of n is defined by concatenating subsets of
k inputs n/k times. Let b ∈ x be one such subset and c0(b) be the number of bits in b set
to zero. The function that evaluates an input vector, x is
f (x) =
∑
b∈x
f (b) (17)
where
f (b) =
{
c0(b) − 1, ifc0(b) > 0
k, ifc0(b) = 0 (18)
The ‘trap’ part of the function is defined by the second case in Eq. 18, which requires
the output to be high when there are no zero values set in the inputs, counter to the first
case, which causes the increased presence of zeros in the inputs to increase the function
output. Most input patterns suggest a first order model would suffice, with only the pat-
terns where all k bits are set to 1 contradicting that. The trap is that learning algorithms
might favour a simple model and fail to add the high order components required to avoid
a large error whenever all the inputs are set to 1.
Speed and accuracy (in terms of root mean squared error) were compared over 100 runs
of the structure discovery algorithm as it attempted to learn the structure and weights
of a 4-bit trap repeated 5 times over 20 input variables. Weight removal with the delta
rule was based on the results of a t-test and for LASSO, weights with values forced to
zero were removed. Figure 3 shows training error by iteration of the structure discovery
algorithm, averaged over the 100 trials. LASSO consistently achieve a lower error, but
took on average over ten times as long to compute as the delta based learning. Figure 4
shows the median, inter quartile range and full range of the time taken by delta learning
and LASSO to find the correct structure for the same problem.
Local minima
A well known limitation of error descent learning algorithms for MLPs is the tendency to
settle into a state that represents a local minimum in the cost function. Based on exper-
imental data, [32, 33] suggests that this is due to the fact that the MLP must combine
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Fig. 3 The mean training error for LASSO and delta rule learning during structure discovery
learning the structure of the function and the parameters that fit that structure to the data
at the same time, using the same weights. Training a fixed structure MOHN does not run
the risk of settling in local minima—all of the learning rules are deterministic and will pro-
duce the same result, which represents the global error minimum for the given structure.
However, the global minimum differs from structure to structure, so any fixed structure
can be considered a local minimum. If a structure discovery algorithm is not able to move
from any one structure to a better one, then its current state is a local minimum. The pro-
posed algorithm can be made to avoid local minima simply by ensuring some degree of
exploration. Of course, it might take an impractically long time to find the right weights
in this way, but the algorithm will not become trapped.
A simple demonstration can be found in a concatenated XOR function, in which the
output is the sum of the result of taking inputs in non-overlapping adjacent pairs, per-
forming XOR on each pair, and summing the results. The function contained 20 inputs
and was sampled to produce data to train an MLP and a MOHN performing structure
discovery. As onemight expect, the structure discovery algorithmwas able to very quickly
find the correct weights, as the only interactions are at order 2. With 20 inputs, there
Fig. 4 Median, inter quartile range and full range of time in seconds taken to learn a 4 bit trap function over
20 bits
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are 10 non-zero weights—those connecting adjacent pairs. The algorithm finds no use-
ful weights at other orders, so the weight picking probability distribution very quickly
becomes close to zero everywhere except at order 2, where it is close to 1. The algo-
rithm then quickly includes all the second order weights and the regularisation removes
all except the required 10. 40 attempts at learning the function with an MLP and with
a MOHN were made. On all trials, the MOHN found the exact weights needed and the
error went to zero in an average of 8 iterations of the algorithm. TheMLP convergedmore
slowly and failed to reach zero after 200 iterations, at which point most of the attempts
had reached an error plateau. The MLP also showed far greater variance across its mod-
els, with some becoming trapped at higher error levels than others. Figure 5 shows the
results. The set of lines to the bottom left of the plot are the error traces from theMOHNs
and those that spread out towards the upper right hand side are from the MLPs. A set of
local optimum at an error of around 0.001 is clearly visible in the MLP data, as are a few
that settle below that point.
Visualising network structure
During the training of the MLP, very little information is available compared to that from
a MOHN. As the MOHN learns, the weight profile and the weight probability distribu-
tions may be reported and analysed to understand the progress being made. This section
illustrates the structure discovery process using the same k-bit trap function described
above. A visual representation of network structure is used to produce an image with n
columns and |W| rows where each column represents a neuron and each row represents
a single weight. The pixel at coordinate (i, j) is plotted if wj is connected to ui and its
colour reflects the strength of the connection. If wj is not connected to ui, then no pixel is
plotted. The weights are sorted in combinatoric order, with first order weights at the top
of the image, second order weights below them, and so on. If a weight is not present in
the network, it does not appear in the image, so the height of the image depends on the
number of weights in the network.
Fig. 5 Traces of training error over 40 different attempts at training a MOHN and an MLP on a concatenated
XOR function over 20 inputs.The lower set of lines are from the MOHN and the upper set from the MLP
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Figure 6 shows an example for a correctly fitted 5-bit trap problem over six repeated
traps. The interactions among the neurons in each trap are plain to see, as is the lack of
inter-trap connections. Images such as Fig. 6 provide an insight into the function that has
been learned and the complexity of the representation of that function. They also allow
for a human led phase of learning. If a small number of weights were missing from Fig. 6,
it would be easy for the human eye to spot them and add them manually to the model for
a final round of learning.
The structure of a network may be monitored during training both by full network rep-
resentations such as that in Fig. 6 and by summary information about weight orders and
neuron contributions. Figure 7 shows the structure of a network at selected points dur-
ing the structure discovery of a 5-bit trap function. Green pixels indicate positive weights
and red indicate negative. Weights at each order are easily identifiable. The behaviour of
the algorithm is exposed as the network first grows (partly due to a higher critical value
for the t-test) and then shrinks to the correct structure. It is also clear that the network
has cleared the insignificant weights away from the lower orders before the higher order
weights. Monitoring the image of a network allows the user to understand the current
Fig. 6 Weights of a network trained on the 5-bit trap function. One row represents one weight, a visible pixel
indicates a connected neuron, weights increase in order (number of neurons connected) from top to bottom
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Fig. 7 The weights of a MOHN at the given number of iterations of the weight discovery algorithm when
learning the 5 bit trap function over 30 variables. In each column, each row is a weight, each pixel relates to a
neuron and shows that the weight is either not connected to that neuron (white) or is connected with a
strength indicated by the colour. Red is negative and green is positive
solution’s level of complexity and the rate at which it is changing, allowing decisions to be
made about terminating the process or altering the structure by hand.
Figure 8 shows the weight counts for each order during training for the 5-bit trap func-
tion. By monitoring the number of weights used as training progresses, the user is able
to gain an insight into the size of the remaining search space and the weight orders that
remain to be explored. This helps the user make decisions about when to stop training
and allows some insight into the likely quality of a model from their data. Contrast this
to the process of training an MLP or a deep network, where the behaviour of the training
and test errors are the only guide to the progress being made. The MOHN can provide
additional metrics such as the number of weights tried since a new significant weight was
Fig. 8 The number of weights at orders from 1 to 6 and higher as the structure discovery algorithm learns a
5-bit trap function
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added, which provides further insight into whether continued training is likely to yield
improvements in error.
MOHN classifiers
It is also possible to train a MOHN as a classifier by assigning some neurons the role of
inputs and others the role of outputs. The pattern of connectivity is restricted so that each
weight connects m > 0 inputs and exactly one output. There are no weights between
subsets of inputs alone or outputs alone. The structure discovery algorithm works in the
same way as described above with the one modification that a new weight is added for
each output unit in turn, but the order and the connected inputs are chosen in the same
way.
A classifier MOHN was tested on the MNIST [34] hand written digit data set and com-
pared to a standard MLP. A threshold was applied to the input data to create a binary
training set but no other pre-processing was applied. The purpose of this test was to estab-
lish whether or not a MOHN could produce similar performance to an MLP on a given
data set, not to achieve a new best accuracy for the MNIST data.
An MLP with 30 hidden units was trained on the thresholded MNIST training set data
and acheived a correct classification rate of 95 % on training and 94 % on the test data.
A MOHN was trained on the same data and acheived 94 % on training and 93 % on test.
The results are comparable, but the MLP allows very little analysis of the structure of the
resulting function. The MOHN, however, exposes the structure of the solution.
Figure 9, for example, shows the second order weights from each input to the output
representing each class. The patterns describing each digit are clear to see. Green pixels
indicate a positive connection, red are negative and brightness indicates strength of con-
nection. Black pixels indicate a weight was not included in the model. Higher orders can
also be visualised, for example Fig. 10 shows the order three connections between a single
chosen input neuron, all other inputs and the output neuron representing class ‘1’. Posi-
tive connections between the chosen neuron and its neighbours in the ‘1’ pattern can be
seen, along with other probably spurious weights dotted about. The MOHN provides an
insight into what the network has learned that is unavailable in the MLP.
Conclusion
Mixed Order Hyper Networks offer a number of attractions for model fitting. The com-
plexity of the model is easily controlled and understood, offering more information than
Fig. 9 The second order weights from a MOHN classifier trained on the MNIST hand written digit data set.
Green squares indicate a positive weight, red indicate negative
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Fig. 10 The third order connections between a chosen neuron (marked in white) and, other inputs and the
output for class ’1’. Note the positive weights (green) to other neurons that are active for the chosen class,
and negative (red) weights to other, further inputs. There are also some weights that seem spurious and
could be pruned by hand
a simple parameter count. The structure of the model is human readable and allows
prior knowledge to be included. The model can handle missing values, or impute them
if required and feature selection is an integral part of the learning process. However, the
challenge of discovering the correct structure for the network must be addressed explic-
itly as the network cannot discover high order features as part of the weight estimation
process, as an MLP can. This paper proposes a method for discovering the weight struc-
ture of a MOHN in a way that allows different levels of prior knowledge to be included.
In addition, as solutions are human readable, it is possible for a number of human driven
iterations of the algorithm to allow the pattern discovery ability of the human eye to drive
the search. More work is required in this area, in particular on methods for visualising the
network structure. Such an approach would work well with a suitable human computer
interface and development of an intuitive GUI is required.
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